Subjective duration as a signature of coding efficiency: Emerging links among stimulus repetition, predictive coding, and cortical GABA levels.
Immediate repetition of a stimulus reduces its apparent duration relative to a novel item. Recent work indicates that this may reflect suppressed cortical responses to repeated stimuli, arising from neural adaptation and/or the predictive coding of expected stimuli. This article summarizes recent behavioral and neurobiological studies linking perceived time to the magnitude of cortical responses, including work suggesting that variations in GABA-mediated cortical inhibition may underlie some of the individual differences in time perception. We suggest that the firing of cortical neurons can be modified using simple recurrent networks with time-dependent processes that are modulated by GABA levels. These local networks feed into a core-timing network used to integrate across stimulus inputs/modalities, thereby allowing for the coordination of multiple duration ranges and effector systems.
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I Introduction

The first occurrence of a repeated item typically seems to last longer than subsequent presentations (Rose & Summers, 1995), and a novel stimulus shown after repeated presentations of a standard item has a similarly expanded subjective duration (Eagleman, 2008; Eagleman et al., 2005). These effects have been interpreted in terms of attention to novelty (Tse et al., 2004) and/or the arousal-driven acceleration of an internal pacemaker (Ulrich et al., 2006). One idea, which potentially links repetition effects to wide-ranging principles of timing and neural processing, is that perceived duration is a signature of neural coding efficiency, with stimuli that evoke larger neural responses perceived to last longer than those that elicit less activity (Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009, see also Rammsayer, 1994, for a discussion of earlier work linking energy-dependent cues to temporal duration). This article summarizes recent behavioral and neural studies of the links between repetition, coding efficiency, and time perception, and describes how these results cast new light on individual differences in timing and time perception.
2 Behavioral Studies of Repetition Effects

Eagleman and Pariyadath (2009) noted that many of the manipulations that lengthen perceived duration also evoke larger cortical responses. For example, increased brightness, size, motion, and novelty typically expand subjective duration and evoke larger neural responses, either because of increased firing rates or because larger areas of the cortex respond to the stimulus. On the basis of these correlations, Eagleman and Pariyadath proposed that the experience of time is a product of the neural energy used when representing the stimulus -- that is, of the efficiency with which it is encoded (see also Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007).

Within this framework, repetition is particularly important because repetition exerts strong effects on coding efficiency. Evoked responses often diminish with successive presentations of a stimulus, an effect known as repetition suppression (RS). RS is the subject of intense theoretical and empirical investigation (see Grill-Spector et al., 2006, for a review). The relatively reduced response to repeated stimuli may partly be due to simple adaptation/neural fatigue (e.g., De Baene & Vogels, 2010; Larsson & Smith, 2012), but it is also thought that RS results from active predictive coding (e.g., Rao & Ballard, 1999). According to the latter view, recent exposure generates an (implicit) expectation that the same item will recur, leading to more efficient coding of a repetition and a prediction-error signal when the sensory input deviates from this expected pattern (e.g., Wacongne et al., 2011 -- but see Kovács et al., 2013 for some qualifications regarding different visual stimulus categories).

Most behavioral studies of repetition effects on time perception have used an “oddball” paradigm in which a standard stimulus (e.g., a red disc) is repeated several times followed by a novel item (e.g., a black disc) (Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007; Schindel et al., 2011; Tse et al., 2004). The duration of the novel item is typically overestimated relative to the standards by 10-50%, an effect that generalizes across sensory modalities and timescales ranging from approximately 200 ms to (at least) 2000 ms (Tse et al., 2004). Moreover, recent work has shown that this effect generalizes across judgment tasks, suggesting a genuinely “perceptual” effect (Birngruber et al., 2014).

Recent behavioral studies using the oddball paradigm have provided support for the coding-efficiency account of repetition effects. The oddball effect increases with increasing presentations of the standard, consistent with progressively stronger RS of increasingly predictable items (Kim & McAuley, 2013; Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2012). In addition, for oddball tasks in which a deviation in line orientation has to be detected, the oddball effect is positively related to the discrepancy between the angle of the repeated and novel items, consistent with the idea that the effect is driven by the size of the mismatch between observed and predicted sensory input (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011; but see Kim & McAuley, 2013). Further evidence for a prediction-based account is provided by Schindel et al. (2011) who found that, unlike low-level adaptation effects, the expanded subjective duration of oddballs is unaffected by whether the standards and oddballs were presented to different eyes. Moreover, the temporal expansion can occur for oddballs that are less intense than the standards, again arguing for a prediction- or change-based account rather than a simple association between low-level response magnitudes and subjective time (see also Matthews et al., 2011; Rammsayer, 1994).

The oddball task has several limitations. For example, oddballs always occur later in the stimulus sequence than standards, and participants are required to compare a single novel stimulus against a large number of repeated standards. Matthews (2011b) circumvented these problems by presenting just two stimuli per trial, with the second stimulus either the same as or different from the first. The point of subjective equality (PSE), a psychophysical index corresponding to the comparison stimulus duration that is perceived to be equivalent to the standard stimulus duration, was greater for repeats, indicating that novel stimuli were perceived to have longer duration. However, the just-noticeable difference, or difference limen (DL), was unaffected by repetition, indicating no difference in the precision of temporal representation. Interestingly, when the second image was new on that trial, but a repeat of a stimulus seen 20 trials previously, subjective duration was the same as for novel stimuli, suggesting a short timescale for repetition effects – contrary to the long-lasting effects of prior exposure sometimes seen in studies of RS (e.g., Henson et al., 2004). Moreover, when participants estimated the duration of the second image on a categorical scale, the repetition effect was independent of physical duration, contrary to what would be expected if repetition slowed the rate of an internal pacemaker (e.g., Matthews, 2011a).

These data provide a “clean” demonstration that subjective duration is shorter for immediate repeats than for novel stimuli, consistent with a coding-efficiency account. However, there are pronounced individual differences in the magnitude of this effect (see Matthews & Meck, 2014, for examples). In particular, an individual’s oddball effect positively correlated with his or her DL: observers with poorer temporal discrimination were
particularly prone to over-estimate the duration of novel stimuli relative to repeats (Matthews, 2018b). As we describe shortly, recent neurobiological studies may cast light on these individual differences.

3 Neuroimaging Studies of Repetition Effects

The neurophysiological foundations of psychological repetition priming experiments and the RS phenomenon have been tested with a large number of non-invasive and invasive neuroimaging techniques. Although the physiological basis of RS has not been fully established, these techniques provide a powerful means for mapping the neural circuits underlying specific representation of stimulus attributes, such as time, space, number, and intensity (e.g., Merzagora, et al., 2014; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001). In RS, brain areas that activate when a participant observes a stimulus presentation (e.g., parts of the visual cortex) generally show a diminished response when that participant later views an identical or similar stimulus, the prediction of which may also engage the prefrontal cortex (Luk and Wallis, 2013; Lustig et al., 2005). Cognitive neuroscientists have established putative information-processing circuits for perception, attention, and decision-making based, in part, on the identification of brain areas that exhibit RS as a function of specific types of stimulus presentation (e.g., Bastos et al., 2012; Grill-Spector et al., 2006). Research has used RS to reveal detailed information regarding the types of neuronal processes that occur in different brain areas, such as the findings that perceptual memory information is represented in sensory regions (Tootell et al., 1998) and that abstract stimulus properties are coded by neurons in temporal and frontal cortices (Henson et al., 2004).

Further, the magnitude of RS predicts the strength of a person’s memory on a trial-by-trial basis (Maccotta & Buckner, 2004) and shows the involvement of different brain regions in distinct memory processes (Gonsalves et al., 2005). Although RS is not a perfect measure of neuronal coding (Sawamura et al., 2006), obtaining a more detailed understanding of RS is likely to shed light on the fundamental nature of human memory and cognition and is considered a key goal of cognitive neuroscience (Segaert et al., 2013). Various neural models have been proposed to explain how the RS observed with fMRI is related to the brain’s electrical activity (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). These models differ in terms of how they attribute RS to changes in the amplitude, timing, and identities of the neurons that are active when viewing a repeated item.

Distinguishing between these theories is complicated by uncertainty regarding the relation between the fMRI blood-oxygenation signal and underlying neuronal activity (Ekstrom, 2010; Logothetis, 2003; Logothetis et al., 2001). Thus, researchers have suggested that direct electrophysiological recordings could help to explain RS more fully (Gotts et al., 2012).

4 Linking Repetition Suppression to Subjective Time

Recent studies of human and primate neurophysiology lend weight to the idea that coding efficiency is an important determinant of timing and time perception. Indirect evidence that subjective duration is correlated with the size of the stimulus-specific neural response has been provided by Sadeghi et al. (2011), who presented human participants with a sequence of 200-ms pulses of dot motion stimuli followed by a comparison pulse of variable duration. The comparison stimulus was judged longer when its direction of motion differed from the standards, and when the same stimuli were presented to monkeys (albeit while the animals performed a different task), neurophysiological recording from the middle temporal area of the visual cortex (MT/V5) revealed that the firing rate and response-duration of these neurons was greater for the oddballs than the repeats. This suggests that perceived duration is determined by the magnitude of the neural response to a stimulus.

More recent work by Mayo and Sommer (2013) has directly linked the magnitude and timing of neural responses in the primate cortex to perceived duration. These authors recorded from visually-responsive neurons of the frontal eye field (FEF) of monkeys trained to classify the interval between two brief light flashes as longer/shorter than a learned 350-ms standard. The probe intervals ranged from 250-450 ms, and the monkeys indicated their response by making a saccade to one of two targets. As one would expect, the latency between FEF responses to the first and second flashes was tightly linked to the time between those events. The key finding was that trial-by-trial variation in the perception of a given interval depended on the magnitude rather than the latency of the neural responses to the second flash. That is, FEF firing rates were higher when a given interval was judged “long” than when it was judged “short”. This is unlikely to reflect response preparation (the short- and long-response targets were outside the visual fields of the recorded neurons, in the visual hemifield ipsilateral to the recording) and was not found in the superior colliculus; rather, the data suggest a strength-code for temporal information that is specific to the prefrontal cortex. The authors suggest that this code is based on adaptation, noting that the
magnitude effect had diminished for intervals >400 ms, when adaptation would be expected to be minimal (see Aghdaee et al., 2014; Mayo & Sommer, 2008; Smith & Sommer, 2013). These recent papers complement previous work on human timing by Noguchi and Kakigi (2006), who used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to record visually-evoked activity during a temporal discrimination task in which human observers judged whether the second of two visually presented stimuli had a "longer" or "shorter" duration than the first. They assessed both behavioral responses and the "neural interval," defined as the time between the evoked neural responses to the onset and offset of the durations. The probability of a "long" response was greater when the first and second stimuli were different shapes than when they were the same. However, the neural interval was actually longer when the second stimulus was a repeat of the first, as the onset response was shorter on same trials but the offset responses were independent of stimulus type. By contrast, the size of the onset response was smaller for repeated stimuli, providing further support for a strength-based temporal code in which adaptation contracts the subjective duration of repeated stimuli.

Further support for the role of predictive coding and the suppression of responses to expected stimuli in the context of human timing is provided by Kononowicz and Van Rijn (2014). In their temporal discrimination task, all durations were demarcated by two short auditory tones. Focusing on the auditory potentials evoked by the offset of the comparison duration, Kononowicz and Van Rijn demonstrated that the amplitude of the neural response followed the absolute deviation between standard and comparison duration, with the comparison durations closest to the standard duration eliciting the smallest neural response. In addition, they also demonstrated that these evoked neural responses predicted the subjective perception of the comparison interval, with smaller evoked responses perceived more similar to the standard interval, irrespective of the presented, objective duration.

Taken together, these studies provide converging evidence for magnitude-coding of temporal information of the type postulated by the coding-efficiency account of repetition effects – although the relative importance of implicit predictions and low-level adaptation remains unclear.

5 Individual Differences: A New Frontier

The evidence for a role of RS in timing and time perception is complemented by recent studies linking individual differences in timing to the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Earlier work showed that in vivo basal GABA levels, as measured by magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS; Puts & Edden, 2012), negatively correlate with the size of evoked responses in the visual cortex (Donahue et al., 2010; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009) as well as other regions (e.g., Northoff et al., 2007). Specifically, the magnitude of the hemodynamic response of the fMRI-BOLD signal in the visual cortex was reduced in individuals with larger GABA levels in this region, possibly through an effect on local circulation or glutamate levels (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009). Pharmacological studies complement this finding by showing that GABA agonists reduce perceptual awareness (van Loon et al., 2012) and visual discrimination (Giersch & Herzog, 2004), and attenuate the neurophysiological response to visual oddball stimuli (P3 event-related brain potential component; Watson et al., 2009). Further studies showed that GABA agonists also impair temporal discrimination of auditory intervals (Rammsayer, 1992, 1999). In addition to cortical regions, the dendritic spines of GABAergic projection neurons in the basal ganglia make contact with the corticostriatal–thalamostratial glutamatergic and nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons involved in interval timing (Meck, 1996). As a consequence, GABA levels in both the cortex and basal ganglia are able to modify different stages of temporal integration (Coulth et al., 2011; Meck, 1983, 2006; Meck & Benson, 2002). Moreover, cell adhesion molecules (e.g., CHL1) influence the organization of GABAergic axons and direct the innervation of dendrites during various phases of neural plasticity (Jovanovic & Thomson, 2011). Mice deficient in CHL1 have recently been shown to display impaired interval timing and spatial-temporal integration, possibly as a result of functional abnormalities in thalamo-cortical circuits (Buhusi et al., 2013).

Recent studies have built upon this work by explicitly linking individual differences in GABA-mediated cortical inhibition to inter-individual variability in timing and time perception. Van Loon et al. (2013), for example, correlated variation in basal GABA levels, as measured by MRS, to variation in the time course of visual perception. They found a positive correlation between GABA levels in the visual cortex and the time between perceptual "switches" in multiple tasks measuring bistable perceptual illusions such as binocular rivalry, in which observers are presented with ambiguous sensory input (e.g., different images presented to each eye) and subjective experience spontaneously fluctuates between competing states. This correlation was specific to the visual cortex (GABA levels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were unrelated to
percept duration), specific to GABA (there was no indication of a correlation for glutamate/glutamine), and specific to bistable perception (GABA levels did not predict reaction times in a control task). Moreover, stimulation of GABA_A receptors by administration of lorazepam lengthened percept duration, pointing to a causal relation. Both the positive correlation found for natural fluctuations in basal GABA levels and perceptual switch time, and the results of the experimental manipulation using lorazepam, suggest that elevated GABA produces a slowing of perceptual dynamics, resulting in an attenuation of shifts in the contents of consciousness and thereby a dilation of individual percepts.

Furthermore, a direct link between individual differences in GABA and the role of coding efficiency in time perception has recently been described by Terhune and colleagues (2014), using a temporal discrimination task in which repeated presentation of a 500-ms (standard) visual stimulus was followed by a series of comparison intervals ranging from 395-605 ms. In a separate session, basal GABA concentrations in the primary visual cortex and a control region were measured using MRS. GABA levels positively correlated with the PSE in the discrimination task, accounting for approximately 45% of the variance in performance. Specifically, participants tended to under-estimate the duration of the comparison intervals relative to the standard (a positive time-order error – Hellström, 1985), and this effect was more pronounced in people with higher GABA levels. Further analyses demonstrated the specificity of this effect. GABA concentrations did not correlate with the precision of temporal representation (assessed with the Weber fraction) or with performance on a temporal reproduction task. Moreover, neither GABA levels in the motor cortex nor glutamate levels in the visual cortex correlated with timing performance. Cumulatively, these results illustrate the task, topographic, and neurochemical specificity of this effect.

Because precision and reproduction performance were not influenced by GABA concentrations, but the comparison durations were perceived as shorter, Terhune et al. (2014) interpreted these results as evidence that GABA-mediated suppression of activity in the visual cortex leads to a contraction of the subjective duration of comparison intervals. This interpretation fits within the broader coding-efficiency framework and what is known about the relationship between GABA and visual perception, but it should be interpreted in a preliminary fashion. For one thing, the relation between PSE and GABA levels might be due to a subjective lengthening of the standard interval rather than a contraction of the comparison. Indeed, it could be argued that it is unclear why the GABA-mediated suppression would affect only one of the two interval types rather than leading to a contraction of subjective duration for both the standard and the comparison intervals and no net effect on PSE (notwithstanding that duration judgments may weight comparison and standard intervals differently, and/or be made in regard to an updated average of comparison durations rather than to a single standard interval – Allan, 1979; Dyjas & Ulrich, 2014; Gu & Meck, 2011; Shi et al., 2013). One speculative explanation is that GABA levels may mediate reduced neural responding to repeated stimuli, such that RS for the comparison stimulus is greater amongst observers with high GABA levels. It is also interesting that there was no correlation between GABA and temporal reproduction, given that the reproduction task used the time between two visually-presented stimuli to define the to-be-reproduced interval – although this may be explained by "memory mixing" (Gu & Meck, 2011; Penney et al., 2000; Shi et al., 2013; Taatgen & Van Rijn, 2011).

One further issue is whether GABA levels solely mediate this effect or whether it is driven by the balance of local cortical excitation and inhibition (e.g., Merchant et al., 2011; Yizhar et al., 2011). Indeed, there was a suggestive, albeit non-significant, relationship between glutamate/GABA ratios and perceived duration, such that lower values (reflecting greater inhibition) were associated with underestimation. Such an effect remains consistent with the coding-efficiency account described above and is worthy of further consideration. A final question is whether this effect generalizes to interval timing mechanisms that are independent of sensory processing. Indirect evidence bearing on this is provided by Tipples and colleagues (2013), who found that the magnitude of the fMRI BOLD signal in response to timed intervals in the SMA, inferior frontal gyrus, and basal ganglia (putamen and pallidum) during a duration bisection task was negatively associated with the PSE (see Lustig & Meck, 2011; Ng et al., 2011; Penney et al., 2000, 2008). This suggests a relationship between the magnitude of the BOLD response and perceived duration and is consistent with the findings of Terhune et al. (2014) if the negative relationship between GABA and the BOLD signal generalizes to non-sensory regions (Northoff et al., 2007).

Taken together, the results of Van Loon et al. (2013) and Terhune et al. (2014) suggest that local basal GABA levels impact time perception by shaping visual perception. These results provide a strong platform for future work investigating the neurochemical basis of individual differences in timing as well as the effects of cortical and sub-cortical excitability on subjective duration.
Importantly, recent modeling using artificial neural networks has shown that the activation of GABAb receptors (responsible for the production of slow inhibitory postsynaptic potentials) supports interval tuning (Merchant et al., 2011). In this case, neural responses to pairs of stimuli separated by a fixed duration were modified by altering the weights of the excitatory connections with paired-pulse facilitation, as well as the weights of the GABAb connections to the excitatory cells of the network. As a function of repeated activation, these recurrent networks came to function as ‘perceptrons’ for the specific durations that were presented, thus producing circuits that display temporal generalization functions similar to those observed in psychophysical data and accounted for by the striatal beat-frequency model of interval timing (e.g., Allman & Meck, 2012; Matell & Meck, 2004, Meck et al., 1998; Meck & Malapani, 2004; Van Rijn et al., in press; Yin & Meck, 2014).

6 Future Directions: Unified Accounts

Meck and colleagues (Allman et al., 2014; Coull et al., 2011; Gu et al., in press b; Lewis & Meck, 2012; MacDonald et al., 2014; Matell & Meck, 2000, 2004; Meck et al., 2008, 2013; Merchant et al., 2013; Van Rijn et al., in press) have proposed a unified timing model in which the perception and estimation of time depends on the interaction of multiple brain areas as outlined in Figure 1. These include structures that are consistently involved in temporal processing across different timing contexts, comprising a core-timing network, as well as areas that are activated in a context-dependent/sensory-specific fashion (e.g., visual cortex or cerebellum – see Chen & Zhou, 2014; Teki et al., 2012 – Fig. 1). The core-timing network consists of corticothalamic-basal ganglia circuits activated primarily by dopamine and glutamate (Cheng et al., 2006; Coull et al., 2011, 2013; Jones & Jahanshahi, 2014; MacDonald & Meck, 2004; Matell et al., 2003; Merchant et al., 2013; Yin & Meck, 2014). The interaction between these two sets of structures supports the specific temporal judgments in a task. In the case of sub-second intervals, the RS and GABA-related effects observed in the cortex are presumably produced by “additive” as opposed to “multiplicative” effects, i.e., changes in the threshold manifold (Mitry et al., 2013) required to initiate timing of the “to-be-timed” stimulus as opposed to the oscillation frequency of the putative clock during the course of the entire stimulus duration (see Cheng et al., 2007; Lake et al., 2014; Lake & Meck, 2013; Matthews, 2011a, b). Future work should be aimed at separating threshold dynamics from speed effects for sub- and supra-second durations in order to better understand the dynamics of temporal processing and how satellite (i.e., local/peripheral) and core interval-timing mechanisms are integrated with circadian clocks and more general cognitive processes (e.g., Agostino et al., 2011; Boehm, Van Maanen, Forstmann, & Van Rijn, 2014; Bausenhart et al., 2010; Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gu et al., in press b; Henry & Hermann, 2014; Matthews & Meck, 2014, submitted; Meck et al., 2012; Méndez et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2013; Polyn & Sederberg, 2014; Shi et al., 2013; Taatgen, Van Rijn & Anderson, 2007; Tucci et al., 2014; Van Rijn et al., 2011, in press).
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Figure 1. The unified timing model proposes that temporal estimation depends on the interaction of multiple areas, including regions that are context/sensory specific as well as those that form the core-timing network (i.e., cortico-thalamic-basal ganglia circuits). The interaction between these two sets of structures supports temporal processing in a particular timing procedure. The blue triangle in the upper panel corresponds to the dopaminergic system innervating the basal ganglia. The diagram is adapted from Figure 2 from Merchant et al. (2013) – see also Figure 1 from Teki et al. (2012) and Figure 6 from Allman et al. (2014) for additional details of the unified timing model.

Recent work by Rammsayer and colleagues (e.g., Rammsayer, 2014; Rammsayer & Verner, 2014) has questioned whether the effects of nontemporal stimulus...
attributes (e.g., brightness, numerosity, complexity, or size) on time perception are mediated by a common mechanism (e.g., coding efficiency or a generalized magnitude system – see Aagten-Murphy et al., 2014; Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009; Walsh, 2003), a series of distinct elementary processes specific to the timing task, or response-rule and decision biases (e.g., Van Rijn et al., in press; Yates et al., 2012). Rammayer and Verner (2014) showed that the effect of non-temporal stimulus size on perceived duration generalizes across different timing tasks and is not limited to comparative duration judgments. Moreover, their findings indicated that these effects are independent of the amount of attention allocated to stimulus size, the conclusion being that nontemporal stimulus attributes need not enter consciousness in order to affect perceived duration. Similar arguments can be made in the case of modality differences (e.g., Berry et al., 2014; Lustig & Meck, 2011; Penney, 2003), the parallel timing of multiple intervals (de Montalembert & Mamassian, 2012; Van Rijn & Taatgen, 2008), and sub-second and supra-second stimulus durations (Melgire et al., 2005; Rammayer & Troche, 2014). Taken together, these effects argue for a common mechanism that might involve coding efficiency.

In summary, we suggest that the encoding of stimulus duration occurs both locally in primary sensory areas utilizing the intrinsic computation of neural circuits and/or at more central levels where the cortical inputs converge with other systems (Merchant et al., 2013). The specificity of interval timing observed at the local level likely relies on coding efficiency as well as improvements in reading the neural dynamic generated by the specific neural circuits (Buetti & Buonomano, in press; Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009; Gotts et al., 2012). In contrast, the generalization of interval timing observed at the central level likely relies on coincidence-detection of patterns of cortical activity across a broad area (Gu et al., in press b; Kösem et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2011; 2013; Van Rijn et al., in press).
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